
 

Introduction to Twitter 

1. What is Twitter? 

Here, excerpts from an online article titled ―What is Twitter?‖ By Daniel Nations.  Read the full article here:  

http://webtrends.about.com/od/socialnetworking/a/what-is-twitter.htm  

"I just don't understand Twitter." … "What is Twitter?" … when I explain the basics of how Twitter operates, they ask, "Why 

would anyone use it?"  It's actually a pretty good question. 

Twitter is a Miniature Blog Micro-blogging is defined as a quick update usually containing a very limited number of 

characters ... Micro-blogging is for people who want a blog but don't want to blog … That's where Twitter comes into the 

picture. It's a great place for keeping people informed … You just say what's up and leave it at that. 

Twitter is Social Messaging  … …describe Twitter as a cross between blogging and instant messaging… Twitter is social 

messaging. With the ability to follow people and have followers, and the ability to have interaction with Twitter on your cell 

phone, Twitter has become the perfect social messaging tool ... Twitter is a great tool for quickly communicating a message 

to a group of people. 

Twitter is News Reporting  Turn on CNN, Fox News or any other news-reporting service and you'll likely see a news ticker 

streaming across the bottom of the television set. In a digital world that is relying on the Internet more and more for news, 

that streaming ticker is Twitter … what a great resource Twitter can be for quickly reporting news to a huge group of people. 

Faster and more immediate than a blog …Twitter has slowly won acceptance among traditional media outlets. 

Twitter is Social Media Marketing  Twitter has become a favorite target for social media marketing. This new form of 

getting the message out has been used effectively by Barak Obama during his Presidential campaign, and is used by everyone 

from magazines to movie stars as a quick way to connect with an audience.  With utilities like Twitterfeed, it is easy to 

convert an RSS feed into Twitter updates. This  

What is Twitter?  …  It can be used by … the media to keep people informed or a writer to build up a fan base. Twitter is 

micro-blogging. It is social messaging. It is an event coordinator, a business tool, a news reporting service and a marketing 

utility.‖  

2. Recent International News Reveals the Power of Twitter 

Time Magazine ―Iran Protests.  Twitter, the Medium of the Movement‖ by Lev Grossman Read full article here:  

http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1905125,00.html Excerpts: 

―So what exactly makes Twitter the medium of the moment? It's free, highly mobile, very personal and very quick. It's also 

built to spread, and fast. Twitterers like to append notes called hashtags — #theylooklikethis — to their tweets, so that they 

can be grouped and searched for by topic; especially interesting or urgent tweets tend to get picked up and retransmitted by 

other Twitterers, a practice known as retweeting, or just RT. And Twitter is promiscuous by nature: tweets go out over two 

networks, the Internet and SMS, the network that cell phones use for text messages, and they can be received and read on 

practically anything with a screen and a network connection.‖ 

The Washington Post ―Iran Elections:  A Twitter Revolution?‖  by Evgeny Morozov.  Read full article here:  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/discussion/2009/06/17/DI2009061702232.html  Q&A to understand 

how Iranian citizens and Iranian government are using and attempting to control free flow of information.    

3. Twitter and the Conservative Movement 

http://webtrends.about.com/od/socialnetworking/a/what-is-twitter.htm
http://twitter.com/
http://www.twitterfeed.com/
http://webtrends.about.com/od/webfeedsyndicationrss/a/RSS_guide.htm
http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1905125,00.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/discussion/2009/06/17/DI2009061702232.html


 

―Top Conservatives unite online using social media and twitter:‖   

http://www.urbanconservative.com/2008/12/08/conservatives-unite-online-using-social-media-and-twitter/   

Introduces tips on building the conservative community on Twitter. 

―Conservatives Gaining Ground on Twitter‖  by Dana Loesch http://www.blogher.com/conservatives-gaining-

ground-twitter 

Want to sign up as a ―Top Conservatives on Twitter?‖  Go here:  http://kithbridge.com/tcot/  

4. Twitter Applications or “Add-Ons” 

Twitter Local – www.twitterlocal.net  Enter any location in the world, plus a radius.  Displays all public Twitter 

messages within specified area/radius.  Direct messages should not display.  If your account updates are protected (from 

Settings menu), then your updates should not display.   

Try the following sites for listings of third-party Twitter applications: 

http://www.squidoo.com/twitterapps ―Twitter applications can be called by different names. They are 

sometimes called as "twitter tools", "twitter add-ons" and the likes. But whatever the name, they are 

simply websites which have built-in scripts that complement Twitter.‖ 

The Top 21 Twitter Applications, according to Compete:  http://www.techcrunch.com/2009/02/19/the-

top-20-twitter-applications/  

5. Twitter and Facebook:  What’s the Difference? 

―Twitter vs Facebook:  Should You Choose One?‖ by Steve Thornton.  Read the full article here:   

http://www.twitip.com/twitter-versus-facebook/ Here, excerpts: 

“Key Elements of Facebook and Twitter  Facebbok has …the mashup of features like email, instant messaging, image and 

video sharing, etc. feels familiar, while Twitter is a bit harder to get your arms around at first.  Most people can very quickly 

grasp how to use Facebook to connect … using it to share thoughts, images, etc. … Facebook is a social networking Portal … 

Twitter on the other hand, encourages you grab ideals in byte-size chunks and use your updates as jumping off points to other 

places or just let others know what you’re up to at any given moment.  

Why People Love Facebook   … some people report they rarely use email or IM tools anymore in their online social 

communications anymore, relying almost entirely on Facebook for email, chat, image and video sharing ... Facebook gives 

them a single alternative to all these applications, with one login and interface to manage their online social interaction 

needs…  

Why People Love Twitter  The usefulness of Twitter is not readily as obvious to some people as Facebook; although it may 

be more addictive once you get the hang of Tweeting; you get more immediate responses and it seems to live somewhere 

between the worlds of email, instant messaging and blogging. Twitter encourages constant ―linking out‖ to anywhere and, in 

that respect, is more analogous to a pure search engine;  another way to find people and content all over the Net.  Twitter has 

quickly built brand awareness and a loyal following, especially among the technically adept; bloggers, online marketers, 

evangelists, basically anyone with something to promote seem to find Twitter extremely valuable.   

http://www.urbanconservative.com/2008/12/08/conservatives-unite-online-using-social-media-and-twitter/
http://www.blogher.com/conservatives-gaining-ground-twitter
http://www.blogher.com/conservatives-gaining-ground-twitter
http://kithbridge.com/tcot/
http://www.twitterlocal.net/
http://www.squidoo.com/twitterapps
http://www.techcrunch.com/2009/02/19/the-top-20-twitter-applications/
http://www.techcrunch.com/2009/02/19/the-top-20-twitter-applications/
http://www.twitip.com/twitter-versus-facebook/


 

Different Communication Styles for Different Social Settings  …go to a wedding where lots of people know each other. 

The style and tone of communication …will be more like using Facebook; you chat with old friends and acquaintances, 

mixing and mingling ….go to a large party or social event where you don’t know most of the people … more like Twitter;  

want to meet people and somehow make yourself known, stand out from the crowd, make an impression, self promote and 

make new connections. Twitter is like getting the podium and not everyone feels comfortable or knows how to stand 

comfortably in the spotlight. 

Twitter Pros 

 Easy to navigate and update, link to and promote anything 

 Reach far beyond your inner circle of friends 

 One feed pools all users; anyone can follow anyone else unless blocked 

 Pure communication tool, rapid responsiveness 

 You don’t have to be logged in to get updates; you can just use an RSS reader 

 Very interactive, extensible messaging platform with open APIs 

 Many other applications being developed (Twitterific, Summize, Twhirl, etc.) 

 Potential SMS text messaging revenue from wireless networks (although Twitter states they are not currently getting 

any cut) 

 Potential future advertising and/or enterprise subscription-based revenue streams 

 With its ―thin‖ overhead, Twitter is probably more scalable than Facebook, giving it a cost advantage 

Twitter Cons 

 Limited functionality; find people, send brief messages, direct replies 

 Limited to 140 characters per update 

 Not all people find it immediately useful 

 Over-emphasis on follower counts 

 Easily abused for spam and increasing the noise level 

 Relatively smaller installed user base 

 As yet no readily apparent monetization strategy 

Facebook Pros 

 Application mashup; find people, make connections, email, instant messaging, image/video sharing, etc. 

 Most people can quickly grasp the value of connecting with friends, family and established contacts; some people 

report they use Facebook instead of email and IM 

 More emphasis on deep connections with others vs. who has the most connections 

 ―True Friends‖ feature increases your transparency to selected connections; almost like having private and public 

profiles 

 Huge, rapidly growing installed user base 

 Inherit stickiness, third party applications, ―gift giving‖ and personal data collection make Facebook a powerful 

advertising platform 

Facebook Cons 

 More difficult to navigate and update 

 Requires investment of time to realize sustained benefit 

 Opt in model requires a user to allow others to connect 

 Less immediate responses; unless you stay logged on continually 

 Overhead of mashup and ―thick‖ applications could limit scalability, bloat cost structure‖ 

6. One Path to Beginning Twitter 

 
1) Create account at www.twitter.com.   

 

http://www.twitter.com/


 

2) Go to the Twitter Support page for help resources, overviews, Twitter functions and FAQs:  

http://help.twitter.com/portal  

 

3) Summary of menu items: 

HOME – Displays updates of all those you follow.   

PROFILE – Displays all of your updates. 

FIND PEOPLE – Find people, follow them. 

SETTINGS – Account, Password, Devices, Notices, Picture, Design 

HELP 

SIGNOUT 

4) Install TweetDeck at www.tweetdeck.com.    
 

5) Go to the TweetDeck help page for beginners guide and FAQs:  http://tweetdeck.com/beta/help/  

TweetDeck allows multiple custom columns of tweets/messages, among other functions. Some include: 

ALL FRIENDS – public messages from all those you follow 

MENTIONS – all public messages referring your Twitter name (ex:  @mom4freedom) 

GROUP – Customize columns into groups.  Custom group name and group members. 

FAVORITES – your favorite messages saved. 

TWITTER SEARCH – column devoted to specific Twitter user, topic, hashtag 

FACEBOOK STATUS UPDATES – display FB updates 

TWITSCOOP – Twitter trends 

FACEBOOK – Simultaneously post to FB and Twitter accounts.   

TWEETDECK SETTINGS – Under ―General‖ tab, may want to uncheck ―Play Notification Sound.‖ 

TWEET – This is where you send messages.  Notice character counter on right.   

 SHORTEN URL – shortens URLs 

 UPLOAD PHOTO – upload single photo which links to twitpic 

 TWEETSHRINK – shortens messages to fit  

  

7. Common Functions 

RT – Retweet;  forward/repost someone else’s message.   

@<username> - proper reference another user in message 

DM – Direct Message another Twitter user 

#<hashtag> - Hashtags are used to create real time track records of creating groups on twitter. Placing the # sign in front 

of keywords or targeted groups, makes it easier to track all conversations in the twitter timeline via search. 

 

#tcot – top conservatives on twitter #tpp – tea party patriots #912 – project 912 

#redco – republican Colorado #sgp – smart girl politics #followfriday – others worth following 

8. Suggested Twitter Accounts to Follow 

llbratten dougcogop Chris_Holbert KentLambert Sen_Schultheis 

mom4freedom lindainnc RSCColorado Tedharvey randallonradio  

912ppp_don Clemski Conservatweet bridgerco Freemarketlover 

SofieInkPen COPoliTweets Writer911 KevinLundberg SenatorBrophy 

SenatorKopp RepSonnenberg RepBJNikkel JoshPenry RepCory 

 

http://help.twitter.com/portal
http://www.tweetdeck.com/
http://tweetdeck.com/beta/help/


 

RepMcNulty SenatorRenfroe ScottRTipton CindyAcree Buscadero 

Meetinggeek Jernott Tsjameson Tameikle Acmaurer50 

 


